For more information, read the corresponding section
in the Rulebook.
The winner is the player with the most Dangal Points!
1. Shuffle the Bagani Deck and give each player
three (3) Bagani Cards.
2. Take five (5) Bagani Cards from the top of the
Bagani Deck lay them face-up in a row.
3. Shuffle the Halimaw Deck and place the Sarimaw
Card on the bottom.
4. Take four (4) Halimaw Cards from the top of the
Halimaw Deck and lay them face-up in a row.
5. Give each player a Combo Kodigo and place the
Tagapagtanggol Kodigo where everyone can see it.
6. Pick a player to go first.
On your turn, do the following three steps in order:

Step 1: Draw 2 Bagani Cards
Step 2: Put down Combos to defeat Halimaw
(or Pass)
Step 3: If any Halimaw were defeated,
reveal new Halimaw and do their Attacks.

The details of each step are below. After your turn, it’s
the turn of the player to your left. Keep playing until the
end of the game. (details of Game End on pg 6)
Draw 2 Bagani Cards. For each draw, you can choose
between taking one of the five (5) face-up Bagani Cards
or drawing from the top of the Bagani Deck.

If you get from the face-up cards, replace it immediately
with the top card of the Bagani Deck.

If you get a “Biyaya ni Apo” from the face-up cards,
that’s the only card you can get for this turn.

To defeat Halimaw, put down ANY NUMBER of Combos
from your hand to get Attack Points. Use the Attack
Points to hit and defeat ANY NUMBER of Halimaw
from the the four (4) face-up Halimaw Cards. To defeat a
Halimaw, you must use Attack Points equal to its Lakas.
Look at the Combo Kodigo for the list of possible
Combos. The Bagani Cards in a Combo should have the
same Shape.
Place the Halimaw that you’ve defeated in front of you
and in groups of the same color.

When you are done defeating Halimaw, replace the
defeated Halimaw with new ones from the top of the
Halimaw Deck.

There is no tie-breaker for the Tagapagtanggol ng
Sansinukob (Protector of Sansinukob) Award; all players
who accomplish it get 7 Dangal Points.

At the end of the Halimaw Deck, Sarimaw will reveal
himself. Once Sarimaw is defeated, the game is over!
To find out who is the winner, count each player’s
Dangal Points from:

You will also get bonus Dangal Points for any Combos
you can form in your hand at the end of the game.
The amount of Dangal Points you will get is double
(2x) the Attack Points of the Combos in your hand.

• Defeated Halimaw
• Tagapagtanggol (Protector) Awards
• Final Hand Combos

The Color of a Halimaw symbolizes which group of
Sansinukob the Halimaw is attacking.

Once all the Dangal Points are counted, the player with
the most Dangal Points is the winner and champion of
Sansinukob!

If you defeated the most Halimaw of a certain Color,
you are the Tagapagtanggol (Protector) for that region
and will get bonus Dangal Points. A bonus will also
be given if you defeated at least one Halimaw for each
Color. There are six (6) Awards that you can get. They
are listed in the table below.

If there is a tie, the player with more Tagapagtanggol
Awards is the winner! If it’s still a tie, the player that
defeated more Halimaw is the winner!

If two (2) players tie for a Tagapagtanggol Award, they
both get 3 Dangal Points. If more than two (2+) tie,
none of them get any Dangal Points.
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The game is over once Sarimaw is defeated! Count your
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• Defeated Halimaw
• Tagapagtanggol (Protector) Awards (see pg 6)
• Final Hand Combos (see pg 6)
The player with the most Dangal Points is the winner!

“Bagani: the Card Game” and the distinctive design, text, layout, and elements of the
Bagani Cards, Halimaw Cards, Kodigo Cards, Manual, and Box (aside from the images
from the Bagani television program) are registered copyrights of Ludus Distributors
Corp. and Balangay Entertainment.
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1. Can I split my Attack
Points from a Combo
to defeat two different
Halimaw?

For competitive play groups, follow these rules:

Yes, you can split your
Attack Points in order
to defeat more than
one Halimaw.

Ex: After drawing cards, you have nine (9) cards in
hand. Before putting down Combos, you need to
discard one (1) card.

• 8-card Hand Limit: If you have more than
eight (8) cards in your hand after drawing two (2)
Bagani Cards, you must discard down to eight (8).

• When to reveal Halimaw: Remember that Halimaw
are only revealed after you’re done defeating
Halimaw. Thus, you can only defeat a maximum of
four (4) Halimaw in a turn.

2. What happens if we
need to pass or draw
cards because of a Halimaw’s Attack and there is a
player with no cards in hand?

• Final Round/ Equal Turns: Once Sarimaw is
defeated, there’s one more round which ends with
the last player (who is the player to the right of the
first player when the game started). This is so that
each player has the same total number of turns.

The player with no cards is not included in the
Attack’s effect. For example: If you need to draw a
card from the player to your left but they have no
cards left, you will skip them and, instead, draw a card
from the player to their left.

• (Optional) Random Sarimaw Reveal:
Before shuffling the Halimaw Deck during Setup,
set aside three (3) random Halimaw Cards (without
looking at their front) and shuffle them with the
Sarimaw Card. After shuffling the Halimaw Cards,
place the four (4) set aside Halimaw cards at the
bottom of the Halimaw Deck. Because of this, the
players won’t know where Sarimaw is among the last
four (4) cards of the Halimaw Deck.

3. When I draw two (2) Bagani Cards, can the first card I
get be a face-up card and the second be from the top
card of the Bagani Deck?
Yes. For each draw, it’s your choice if you’re going to
get a face-up Bagani Card or if you’re going to draw
from the top card of the Bagani Deck.
4. Do we do the Attacks of the first four (4) Halimaw
that are revealed during setup?

• (Optional) More difficult Tagapagtanggol Awards:
Before shuffling the Halimaw Deck, randomly remove
four (4) Halimaw Cards. The players should not see
which cards were removed. Because of this, it will
be more difficult to rely on scoring Tagapagtanggol
Awards because the players won’t know the number
of Halimaw that are attacking each group of
Sansinukob.

No. Only do Attacks from Halimaw that are revealed
during play.

5. Do I get bonus Dangal Points if I say
“Mekeni mekeni tugtog Doremi”?
Who do you think you are? Are you the Babaylan?
For more information, visit us at
www.balangay.games/baganicardgame
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1. Shuffle the 55 Bagani Cards into one Bagani Deck.

7. Give each player a Combo Kodigo.

3. Take five (5) Bagani Cards from the top of the
Bagani Deck and place them face-up in a row.
Place the remaining Bagani Deck face-down and
to the right of the face-up Bagani Cards.

9. Pick a player to go first.

8. Place the Tagapagtanggol Kodigo in the center of the
table where everyone can see it.

2. Deal three (3) Bagani Cards to each player from the
Bagani Deck.

4. Set aside the Sarimaw Card from the other
Halimaw Cards. Shuffle the remaining twenty (20)
Halimaw Cards to form the Halimaw Deck.

5. Place the Sarimaw Card at the bottom of the Halimaw
Deck.
6. Take four (4) Halimaw Cards from the top of the
Halimaw Deck and place them face-up in a row.
Place the remaining Halimaw Deck face-down and
to the right of the face-up Halimaw Cards.

1

The objective of the game is to get the most Dangal Points (Honor Points) from...

On your turn, do the following three steps in order:

• Defeating Halimaw (Monsters)
• Becoming the Tagapagtanggol (Protector) of the people of the desert, plains, trade, forest,
sea, and/or Sansinukob depending on the colors of the Halimaw you defeated.
• Forming Bagani Combo in your final hand

The player with the most Dangal Points at the end of the game is the winner!

If you cannot or don’t want to defeat any Halimaw, you
can Pass. You don’t need to defeat a Halimaw every turn.
Sometimes, it is better to save your Bagani Cards so you
can form stronger Combos.

Step 1: Draw 2 Bagani Cards
Step 2: Put down Combos to defeat Halimaw
(or Pass)
Step 3: If any Halimaw were defeated,
reveal new Halimaw and do their Attacks.

Ex: 7 Dangal Points

To defeat Halimaw, you need to put down Combos
(details on pg 3) to get Attack Points. Each Attack Point
can be used to hit a Halimaw. To defeat the Halimaw,
you need to hit it with Attack Points equal to the
Halimaw’s Lakas (Strength).

The first three Combos are the Pair, Trio, and Quadro.
To form these Combos, you need to put down
Bagani Cards with the same Color and Shape.
(see Example 1 below.)

The last two Combos are the Limang Bagani (Five
Bagani) and Bagani ni Apo (The Bagani of Apo). To form
these Combos, you need to put down Bagani Cards
with the same Shape but different Colors. (Ex. 2)

To get Attack Points, put down a combination of Bagani
Cards that we will call a Combo. Each Combo gives a
different number of Attack Points. Combos that are
harder to form give more Attack Points.

2

3

If a new Halimaw has an Attack when Revealed, every
player does the effect of the Attack at the same time.
(see Example 6)

• You can defeat as many of the four (4) face-up
Halimaw as long as you have enough Attack Points.

Draw 2 Bagani Cards. For each draw, you can choose
between taking one of the five (5) face-up Bagani Cards
or drawing from the top of the Bagani Deck.

To defeat Halimaw, put down ANY NUMBER of Combos
from your hand. Place the cards used in the Combos in
the Bagani Discard Pile.

If you get from the face-up cards, replace it immediately
with the top card of the Bagani Deck. (Example 3)

Each Combo you put down will give you Attack Points.
Use the Attack Points to hit and defeat ANY NUMBER
of Halimaw from the the four (4) face-up Halimaw Cards.

• If you don’t hit a Halimaw with enough Attack
Points, it won’t be defeated. After each turn, the
Lakas of each Halimaw returns to their original
Lakas. (there is no carry-over damage)

• If many Halimaw are revealed, reveal them one at a
time and do their Attacks as they are revealed. Don’t
reveal the next Halimaw/s until the effects of the last
Halimaw’s Attack are done.

• All Attack Points that aren’t used are lost at the end
of your turn.

• If an Attack forces players to pass or draw cards and
a player has no cards in hand, skip that player when
applying the Attack’s effect.

Place the Halimaw that you’ve defeated in front of you
and in groups of the same color where they are visible to
the other players. (see Example 4)

• If you get a “Biyaya ni Apo” from the five (5) face-up
cards, that is the only card you can draw for this turn.
• If the first card you took was a “Biyaya ni Apo”
and you took it from the face-up cards, you can no
longer draw a second Bagani Card.
• If you already drew a card, you can no longer get a
face-up “Biyaya ni Apo” card.
• If you’re lucky enough to draw a “Biyaya ni Apo”
from the top of the Bagani Deck, you can still draw
a second Bagani Card.
• If the Bagani Deck runs out of cards, shuffle the
Bagani Discard Pile into a new Bagani Deck.

The “Biyaya ni Apo” is a Wild
Card that acts like a “Joker”.
When it is included in a
Combo, you can choose it’s
Color and Shape. The “Biyaya
ni Apo” card is also needed
to form the “Bagani ni Apo”
Combo.

There should always be four (4) face-up Halimaw Cards.
(except for when the Halimaw Deck has run out of cards)

• You can put down any number of Combos. The
total Attack Points you get is the sum of the Attack
Points of each Combo you put down. (see Ex. 5)

After your turn, it’s the turn of the player to your left.
Keep playing until the end of the game. (For the end of
the game, see Game End on pg 6)

The primary way of getting Dangal Points is by
defeating Halimaw.

When you are done defeating Halimaw, replace the
defeated Halimaw with new ones from the top of the
Halimaw Deck.
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